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December Meeting 

After a discussion, it was decided that an in-person holiday celebration would be held with pizza 

and wine. It was noted that because Democrats are generally vaccinated and wear masks, the risk 

of catching COVID would be low. Colette Storms will get the pizza. Brady Keister will help pick 

it up and deliver. Lynda Spangler will bring paper plates and wine.  There may or may not be a 

speaker. 

Good Leadership Group 

The group leading the recall against two county commissioners asked to use the Democrat’s 

office for a place to sign petitions. It was agreed that it may give the appearance this is a partisan 

effort. They will check on using a box at a mail center as a drop-off. 

Office Schedule 

The office will be re-opening after a COVID break and a schedule of volunteers has been put 

together. More volunteers are needed. 

Redistricting 

Dorothy asked since all of Josephine County is now in CD2 and will probably be represented by 

a Republican if we shouldn’t “adopt” a Democrat from a more competitive district to work for 

during an election unless a credible Democratic candidate emerges. That discussion will be taken 

to the general meeting. Lynda Spangler suggested we ask Jackson County if we can cooperate in 

supporting someone.                                                        

Local Candidates Discussion 

Can a Democrat get elected to local office here. Should Democrats be pragmatic and support a 

moderate Republican if no Democrat is running for a local office. Would a Republican even 

want us to in this conservative county? Democrats who have been elected are changing their 

registration to Independent or N/A it was noted. All agreed we need to be pragmatic and look at 

issues during local elections. It was also pointed out that our message needs to be that we are the 

party of hope while Republicans have been spreading hatred.  

 

 

 

 

 


